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Introduction

This report describes the dyeing and finishing operations which were carried out at Meridian
Dyers during the period June - November 1978, on the fabrics which were knitted at
Meridian, as outlined in Research Record No. 83.

These consisted of two basic constructions - 24" diameter 20 gauge interlock and 24"
diameter 14 gauge 1x1 rib, each basic construction having been knitted in a range of yarn
count/stitch length combinations as listed below.

Interlock

Yarns, Ne 1/34 1/38 1/42

Stitch lengths, cm 0.307 0.324 0.340 0.359 0.377

1x1 Rib

Yarns, Ne 1/26 1/30 1/34

Stitch lengths, cm 0.267 0.285 0.306 0.326 0.350

additionally, 1/34 Ne knitted at 0.248 cm

This report is intended to be a record of processing details, measurements and observations
made during the processing stages.

No test data or conclusions are given in this report. These will be presented in a later report
once the test data have been processed.

Additionally, reference is made to fabrics destined for resin finishing. At the time of writing
this report, this work has yet to be started and this, again, will be the subject of a further
report.

Fabric Coding

In the case of the interlock, either six or ten 50-metre lengths, depending on the variant, were
knitted, and these were given an individual piece number i.e. 1 - 10.

In the case of the rib, the piece lengths were of 100 metres and, therefore, fewer rolls were
knitted - either 3 or 4 depending on the variant - and these were marked 1 - 4.

Each individual piece of fabric was allocated a code number which it retained throughout the
entire project. The code has already been described in Research Record No. 83, but for
convenience it is illustrated below.

Examples

Code Fabric Type Yarn Ne St.Length, cm Piece No.

I/34/359/2 Interlock 1/34 0.359 2

R/26/326/3 1x1 Rib 1/26 0.326 3
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During preliminary discussions on finishing routes it became apparent that the rib fabrics
would have to be split in half, so that fabrics could be included in as many processing routes
as were of interest. In order to avoid confusion, the rib fabrics were remarked as follows.

Example

R/26/326/3 i.e. Piece No. 3

was cut into two equal halves and remarked as

R/26/326/31 and R/26/326/32

In this way, the original piece number, i.e. 3 was retained in the code.

Prior to processing, the fabrics were arranged into 3 sets which consisted of:

Set 1 Dyeing and finishing without mercerising;

Set 2 Reserve;

Set 3 Dyeing and finishing including mercerising.

Set 2 was a reserve set of all fabric variables, both interlock and rib, and was intended to be a
back-up set in case of accidents. In the event, no such accidents occurred and therefore no
further reference is made to Set 2 in this report.

As well as the code number marked at each end of the pieces, danger points (change of stitch
length etc.) were marked and, also, one end of every piece was marked START. The start
end of every piece was the first end to be passed through any process. In this way, it was
ensured that sampling was carried out on the end of the piece which had been processed once
the correct machine settings had been obtained. This involved reversing the fabrics after each
processing stage, but was considered to be essential if the testing was to be meaningful.

Processing Routes

As well as the effects of construction variables on the final fabric performance, it was
intended to also study the effect of the processing route. The main comparisons intended for
study were:

1. Winch versus jet dyeing;

2. Winch versus continuous bleaching;

3. Processing with and without pre-mercerising.

To carry out these comparisons with every constructional variable would have resulted in a
programme which would have been too large and expensive. It was therefore decided that
instead of the full range of variables, only six selected fabrics of particular commercial
interest, should be processed through certain processing routes. These particular fabrics are
identified in Table 1. For clarity, it will probably be useful if the normal processing
sequences used at Meridian Dyers are outlined at this point, so that divergences from the
norm can be made apparent.

Dyeing with Reactive Dyestuffs

Either

Thies R-Jet 95 atmospheric jet machine (Figure 1) with three fabric ropes, each of
approximately 500 metres (Liquor Ratio approximately 6:1),
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Or

Shallow-draught type winch becks holding six or more ropes each of 80 - 100 metres
(Liquor Ratio approximately 18:1).

Depending on the shade required, the fabric is either pre-scoured or pre-bleached in the
dyeing machine prior to the dyeing operation.

Following the dyeing operation, the fabrics are treated with cationic softeners whilst still in
the dyeing vessel. Following dyeing, the fabric is hydroextracted and dried in tubular form
on a Pegg drying and finishing machine (Figure 2).

Winch Bleaching

This is usually only applicable to small lots where white is just one of the shades in a
multicoloured order. It consists of a combined hypochlorite-caustic-peroxide bleach,
incorporating optical brightening agents.

As with the dyed lots, cationic softener is usually applied in the winch prior to
hydroextraction. Drying is carried out on the Pegg drying and finishing machine.

Continuous Bleaching

The majority of white interlock underwear fabric is processed on the Fleissner continuous
bleaching range. The range is outlined in Figure 3 and consists of a saturator section, a
steaming section and a washing, neutralising and softening section.

The chemical feed to the saturators is automated using "Polymetron" control equipment.

The steamer consists of an endless wire mesh conveyor band which transports the fabric in
plaited form horizontally through the steaming enclosure. The steaming time is of the order
of 30 minutes at a temperature of 105°C. The fabric is then passed through a 4-beck suction
drum washer equipped with sprays.

Tank 1 Hot water

Tank 2 Hot water

Tank 3 Acetic Acid

Tank 4 Softener

Drying is carried out on a Fleissner perforated suction drum (6 drums) dryer, equipped with a
new feed-in section. In this way the fabric can be adjusted in width prior to being overfed
onto the first drum. Both the continuous bleaching range and the dryer are capable of
processing three strands of fabric simultaneously.

Compaction

With some fabric qualities, the only finishing treatment given, following drying, is to
calender and plait the fabric, ready for parcelling. This is either carried out on a Arbach
plaiter or a Heliot calender-plaiter.

For better dimensional stability, however, many of the fabric qualities processed at Meridian
are compressively shrunk on one of two types of machine.

Tubetex Compactor (Figure 4)

With this type of machine, compaction is achieved in two stages and operates on opposite
sides of the fabric tube. The compacting rollers are of relatively small diameter (5") and have
engraved metal surfaces. Prior to reaching the compacting stations, the fabric is passed
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through a metal detector, over a driven spreader of adjustable width and through a steaming
box. Because the compacting rollers have metallic surfaces, this machine tends to produce a
high degree of glaze on the fabric surface. Although a high degree of compaction is possible,
its use is limited mainly to white goods or pale shades because of the glaze problem.

Hunt & Moscrop - Bestan (Figure 5)

Most coloured fabrics are passed through this machine. The compaction rollers are somewhat
larger than the Tubetex rollers (15" and 12" diameters) and are covered with ebonite and soft
rubber, giving a less severe glazing problem. Because there is only one compacting zone,
however, the degree of compaction possible on this type of machine is somewhat lower than
with the Tubetex machine. A recent addition to the machine has been a driven expander unit
which gives some degree of control to fabric width.

Hydroextraction

Following dyeing or bleaching in a jet or winch, the fabric is dewatered in a centrifuge, which
can result in badly creased fabric which requires de-twisting on the Pegg drying machine, and
this results in additional back tension. During the course of these trials, Meridian took
delivery of a machine which it is hoped will replace the hydroextractors. The machine, which
is illustrated in Figure 6, uses compressed air to de-twist the fabric rope, which is then passed
over a stretcher frame, using overfeed, and through a nip to remove excess liquor. The
machine, named the Airtex, is of Swedish manufacture and was used in the second stage of
processing for the application of softening agent to the trial fabrics. Because the fabrics had
already been calendered however, the machine was simply being used as a padder.

Divergences From Normal Practice

The application of softening agent is normally integrated into the dyeing or bleaching
processing cycle. One of the objectives of this project, however, is to study resin finishing of
these fabrics as a separate exercise and the pretreatment of fabric with softener is undesirable.
Since these fabrics were required to be bleached/dyed in the first instance, it was logical to
remove the fabric for resin finishing after the dyeing operation, once the fabric had been
dried. This meant that the remainder of the fabric had to be reprocessed in order to apply
softening agent which is necessary not only for handle but as an aid to compaction.

As a result of this, two separate processing stages were necessary and these are outlined.

Stage 1

Bleaching/dyeing without softener, hydroextraction, drying, calendering to width,
sampling for testing.

Fabric for resin finishing trials was removed at this stage and the pieces re-marked.

Stage 2

Application of softening agents on the Airtex, drying, compacting, sampling for
testing.

Since all Stage 1 processing was to be completed before starting Stage 2, it was necessary to
store a large quantity of fabric in the part-processed state. In order to aid identification, and
indeed to keep the fabric clean, each batch of fabric was parcelled in individual pieces and
removed to a separate storage area. The fabric for resin finishing was transported back to
Manchester for storage.
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Targets

In preliminary discussions the following stability targets were agreed.

Interlock 1x1 Rib

Length, max: 5% 5%

Width, max: 10% 8%

The test method to be used, being the IIC method - Hoovermatic machine wash at 60°C,
tumble dry, wet-out and tumble four times, 50cm square - five replications.

In order to be able to approach these targets, it was necessary to calculate finishing widths
from the fully relaxed structure of each of the fabric variables from grey state. This was
necessary in order that the fabrics could be assembled for processing in ascending or
descending order of width, so that width adjustments on machines equipped with stretcher
frames could be achieved in an orderly manner.

In the event, the predicted finishing widths calculated from the fully relaxed structure from
grey state were generally too low. The reasons for this will be discussed in a later report.

The target widths in Stage 2 of processing were therefore somewhat different from those in
Stage 1.

The final finishing targets were obtained by carrying out additional testing prior to the
compacting stage.

For length shrinkage or extension, the measurement of courses over a distance of 3 cm gives
a fairly accurate guide to what is happening to the fabric on a particular machine. Having a
target course level is an essential requirement, particularly at the compacting stage.

Throughout Stages 1 and 2 processing, fabric width and course counts were measured at as
many convenient points as possible. In this way, the behaviour of a particular fabric
construction to a particular process or machine could be monitored. Even though achieving
target widths and course levels was one of the main objectives, at no time did this override
the need to produce fabric of commercial acceptance in terms of appearance.

The rest of this report is a detailed record of individual processing conditions and
measurements.

Processing Details

The Set 3 fabrics were mercerised on an Omez merceriser, installed in an Italian finishing
works. This operation will be the subject of a separate Research Record.

During the dyeing of these mercerised fabrics, the same dyeing recipes were used as were
used for the unmercerised fabrics, thus resulting in deeper shades. This was done so that
Meridian could assess the benefits of mercerising in terms of achieving otherwise
unobtainable shades rather than the economies in dyestuff saving which the mercerising could
give.

For recording purposes, it was necessary to allocate each batch processed a Lot number.
Since it was intended to use pieces of the same number within a batch, the Lot number used
was in fact kept the same as the piece numbers. In this way, the original piece markings not
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only indicated the construction, but also the process route.

The finishing routes plan is given in Tables 2 & 3.

Set 1 Processing (Unmercerised Fabrics)

Lot No. 1 and 2: Jet dyed interlock (shade red)

Stage 1
Preparation and dyeing details Table 4A

In-Process measurements Table 4B

Stage 2
Airtex Softened

4% owf Alcamine 544
4% owf Sapamine OC

In-Process measurements Table 4C

Lot No. 7: Winch bleached interlock
Small batch of the six selected pieces shown in Table 1.

Processed with a bulk lot and removed after bleaching prior to softener addition

Stage 1
Scouring & bleaching details Table 5A

In-Process measurements Table 5B

Stage 2
Airtex Softened

4% owf Alcamine 544
4% owf Sapamine OC

In-Process measurements Table 5C

Lot No. 8: Winch dyed interlock (shade light blue)
Small batch of the six selected pieces shown in Table 1.

Stage 1
Bleaching & dyeing details Table 6A

In-Process measurements Table 6B

Stage 2
Airtex Softened

4% owf Alcamine 544
4% owf Sapamine OC

In-Process measurements Table 6C

Lot No. 9 & 10: Continuously bleached interlock
Small batch of the 2 x six selected pieces shown in Table 1.

Stage 1

With this process it is not possible to treat the fabrics without softener as this
is an integral part of the operation.

The purpose of carrying out the processing in two stages was to be able to
compare finishing both with and without compaction.

It was therefore necessary in stage 1 to aim for target widths and in order to
achieve this the fabrics were run over a Heliot calender.
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Bleaching details Table 7A

In-Process measurements Table 7B

Stage 2

Stage 2 was necessary because the fabrics were then too wide for the
compactor: 3-5 cm below the target is desirable for the Tubetex compactor.
To reduce the width, re-wetting was necessary and this was carried out by

passing the fabrics through the bleaching range for a second time, but using
water in the saturator.

Re-adjustment of width

In-Process measurements Table 7C

Lot No. 11 & 12: Jet dyed Rib (shade navy)

Stage 1
Scouring & dyeing details Table 8A

In-Process measurements Table 8B

Stage 2

Lot 11
only

Airtex Softened
4% owf Alcamine 544
4% owf Sapamine OC

In-Process measurements Table 8C

Lot No. 41: Winch bleached 1x1 Rib
Small batch of the six selected pieces shown in Table 1.

These were processed with a bulk lot and removed after bleaching prior to softener addition

Stage 1
Scouring & bleaching details Table 9A

In-Process measurements Table 9B

Stage 2
Airtex Softened

4% owf Alcamine 544
4% owf Sapamine OC

In-Process measurements Table 9C

Lot No. 42: Winch dyed 1x1 Rib (shade light blue)
Small batch of the six selected pieces shown in Table 1.

Stage 1
Bleaching & dyeing details Table 10A

In-Process measurements Table 10B

Stage 2

Softened in the winch
4% owf Alcamine 544
4% owf Sapamine OC

Dewatered on the Airtex

In-Process measurements Table 10C
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Set 3 Processing (Mercerised Fabrics)

Lot No. 5 & 6: Jet dyed Interlock (shade red)

Stage 1
Bleaching & dyeing details Table 11A

In-Process measurements Table 11B

Stage 2
Airtex Softened

4% owf Alcamine 544
4% owf Sapamine OC

In-Process measurements Table 11C

Lot No. 31A & 32: Jet dyed Rib (shade navy)

Stage 1 Scouring & dyeing details Table 12A

In-Process measurements Table 12B

Stage 2
Airtex Softened

4% owf Alcamine 544
4% owf Sapamine OC

In-Process measurements Table 12C

Lot No. 41: Winch bleached 1x1 Rib
Small batch of the six selected pieces shown in Table 1.

Scouring & bleaching carried out with a bulk lot

Stage 1 Scouring & bleaching details Table 13A

In-Process measurements Table 13B

Stage 2 Airtex Softened
4% owf Alcamine 544
4% owf Sapamine OC

In-Process measurements Table 13C

Observations

The following general observations were made as the various operations were carried out.
They are made in light of what was actually observed and also, to some extent, what was
deduced from the test results of the fabrics after Stage 1 processing.

1. The target finishing widths determined from grey fabric testing proved to be too low, due
to a larger-than-expected discrepancy between the fully relaxed wales from grey state to
dyed state.

2. Because of this, many of the fabrics were almost at target width (some were in fact wider)
after hydroextraction, and this gave very little opportunity to either eliminate bowing or to
obtain overfeeding on the Pegg dryer.

3. Additionally, because it was not possible to stretch the fabric in the width direction during
drying, dyeing creases, and in particular winch creases, were not eliminated.
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4. Jet-dyed fabrics and in particular jet-dyed interlock fabrics were always wider than the
corresponding winch-dyed fabrics.

5. Winch dyeing or bleaching extends the fabric length more than a jet treatment.

6. The Fleissner continuous bleaching range extends fabric length to a high degree, which is
not only apparent in a low course count, but also in narrow fabric at the end of the
washing range.

7. Jet dyeing causes more fibre disturbance than winch or continuous processing. This is
revealed in poorer stitch clarity, more surface hairiness and, in the case of the mercerised
fabrics, a loss in lustre.

8. It was possible to approach target course levels when compaction was carried out on the
Tubetex machine.

9. The level of compaction obtainable on the Bestan machine was not very great. The
amount of compaction which could be introduced was limited by fabric appearance -
orange peeling occurring at relatively low levels of compression.

These are only broad observations. More detailed conclusions relating to effects of
processing routes on final fabric properties will be made once final testing has been
concluded.
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Figure 1: Thies R-jet 95 Dyeing Machine
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Figure 2: Pegg Tubular Drying Machine
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Figure 3: Fleissner Continuous Bleach Range
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Figure 4: Tubetex Pak-nit Compactor
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Figure 5: Hunt & Moscrop Bestan Compactor
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Figure 6: Airtex Spreader & Padder
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Table 1: Fabrics of Particular Interest Included in Every Finishing Route

Interlock

Yarn
Stitch Length, cm

1 2 3 4 5

1/34 0.307 0.324 0.340* 0.359 0.377*

1/38 0.307 0.324* 0.340 0.359* 0.377

1/42 0.307* 0.324 0.340* 0.359 0.377

1x1 Rib

Yarn
Stitch Length, cm

1 2 3 4 5

1/34 0.267 0.285 0.306* 0.326 0.350*

1/38 0.267 0.285* 0.306 0.326* 0.350

1/42 0.267* 0.285 0.306* 0.326 0.350

* Fabrics included in every finishing route
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Table 2: Interlock Finishing Route Plan

Piece lengths 50 metres nominal

Lot
Piece
No.

No.
pieces

Stage 1 Stage 2

1 1 15 Jet scour & dye,
hydroextract, Pegg dry,
calender, sample & pack

Airtex soften, Pegg dry, Bestan
compact, sample & pack

2 2 15 Hold for resin finishing

3 15
Set 2 Reserve

4 15

5 5 15 Pre-mercerised in Italy
Process as Lots 1 & 2

Airtex soften, Pegg dry, Bestan
compact, sample & pack

6 6 15 Hold for resin finishing

7 7 6
Winch scour & bleach,
hydroextract, Pegg dry,
calender, sample & pack

Airtex soften, Pegg dry, Tubetex
compact, sample & pack

8 8 6
Winch scour & dye,

hydroextract, Pegg dry,
calender, sample & pack

Airtex soften, Pegg dry, Bestan
compact, sample & pack

9 9 6 Fleissner cont. bleach &
soften, Fleissner dry,

calender, sample & pack

Re-wet on Fleissner bleach
range, Fleissner dry, Tubetex

compact, sample & pack10 10 6
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Table 3: 1x1 Rib Finishing Route Plan

Piece lengths 50 metres nominal

Lot
Piece
No.

No.
pieces

Stage 1 Stage 2

11 11 16 Jet scour & dye,
hydroextract, Pegg dry,
calender, sample & pack

Airtex soften, Pegg dry, Bestan
compact, sample & pack

12 12 16 Hold for resin finishing

21 16
Set 2 Reserve

22 16

31A 31 10 Pre-mercerised in Italy
Process as Lots 11 & 12

Airtex soften, Pegg dry, Bestan
compact, sample & pack

32 32 16 Hold for resin finishing

31B 31 6
Pre-mercerised in Italy

Process as Lot 41
Airtex soften, Pegg dry, Tubetex

compact, sample & pack

41 41 6
Winch scour & bleach,
hydroextract, Pegg dry,
calender, sample & pack

Airtex soften, Pegg dry, Tubetex
compact, sample & pack

42 42 6
Winch scour & dye,

hydroextract, Pegg dry,
calender, sample & pack

Airtex soften, Pegg dry, Bestan
compact, sample & pack
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Table 4A: Lots 1 & 2 Jet Dyed Interlock, Red - Dyer’s Recipe Card
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Table 4B: Lots 1 & 2: Jet Dyed Interlock, Red - Stage 1
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Table 4C: Lot 1 Jet Dyed Interlock, Red - Stage 2
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Table 5A: Lot 7 Winch Bleached Interlock - Dyer’s Recipe Card
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Table 5B: Lot 7 Winch Bleached Interlock - Stage 1
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Table 5C: Lot 7 Winch Bleached Interlock - Stage 2
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Table 6A: Lot 8 Winch Dyed Interlock, Light Blue - Dyer’s Recipe Card
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Table 6B: Lot 8 Winch Dyed Interlock, Light Blue - Stage 1
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Table 6C: Lot 8 Winch Dyed Interlock, Light Blue - Stage 2
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Table 7A: Lots 9 & 10 Continuous Bleach Interlock - Processing Conditions
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Table 7B: Lots 9 & 10 Continuous Bleach Interlock - Stage 1
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Table 7C: Lots 9 & 10 Continuous Bleach Interlock - Stage 2
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Table 8A: Lots 11 & 12 Jet Dyed 1x1 Rib, Navy - Dyer’s Recipe Card
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Table 8B: Lots 11 & 12 Jet Dyed 1x1 Rib, Navy - Stage 1
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Table 8C: Lot 11 Jet Dyed 1x1 Rib, Navy - Stage 2
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Table 9A: Lot 41 Winch Bleached 1x1 Rib - Dyer’s Recipe Card
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Table 9B: Lot 41 Winch Bleached 1x1 Rib - Stage 1
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Table 9C: Lot 41 Winch Bleached 1x1 Rib - Stage 2
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Table 10A: Lot 42 Winch Dyed 1x1 Rib, Light Blue - Dyer’s Recipe Card
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Table 10B: Lot 42 Winch Dyed 1x1 Rib, Light Blue - Stage 1
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Table 10C: Lot 42 Winch Dyed 1x1 Rib, Light Blue - Stage 2
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Table 11A: Lots 5 & 6 Mercerised & Jet Dyed Interlock, Red - Dyer’s Recipe Card
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Table 11B: Lots 5 & 6 Mercerised & Jet Dyed Interlock, Red - Stage 1
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Table 11C: Lot 5 Mercerised & Jet Dyed Interlock, Red - Stage 2
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Table 12A: Lots 31A & 32 Mercerised & Jet Dyed Rib, Navy - Dyer’s Recipe Card
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Table 12B: Lots 31A & 32 Mercerised & Jet Dyed Rib, Navy - Stage 1
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Table 12C: Lot 31A Mercerised & Jet Dyed Rib, Navy - Stage 2
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Table 13A: Lot 31B Mercerised & Winch Bleached Rib - Dyer’s Recipe Card
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Table 13B: Lot 31B Mercerised & Winch Bleached Rib - Stage 1
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Table 13C: Lot 31B Mercerised & Winch Bleached Rib - Stage 2


